
PROJECT REPORTS

ENGAGING THE DONOR:
Highlighting important learning  
moments and accomplishments



Why is this important?
1. Results and lessons learned are clearly communicated  
 to the client

2. Well-organized reports reflect well on the p oject 

3. Can facilitate a better dialogue between client and 
 implementing partner

4. Can create a better dialogue moving forward

Reports are receiving more  
scrutiny than ever! 



Know your audience
Spend time at the beginning of the project talking to your 
donor and check in periodically to elicit feedback

1. What do they want to see in your project reports? 

2. What information can you include in your report to 
 make their jobs easier? 

3. How can you make it easier for them to pull out the  
 key data that they need?

GET FEEDBACK FROM YOUR  
DONOR and ask questions!



Do your research
1. What are other projects in country doing?

2. Look for some examples of reports/visuals that fi  
 what your donor is looking for

a quick online search may  
help you find some example



Best practice checklist
More visuals

Easy to understand charts/graphs

Highlight top indicators and learning moments

Use templates to ensure consistency among reports

Use executive summaries to highlight achievements

Keep file size dow

Consider bringing on a graphic designer 

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓



VISUALS



Visual don’ts
1. Don’t squeeze the visual into a small space,  
 make sure any text is large enough to read

2. Don’t use hard to read typefaces for charts/graph 
 (sans serifs like Calibri, Arial, Verdana work best)

3. Don’t include too much information in one visual

4. Don’t use effects like drop shadow or borders that 
 are distracting
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 On March 26, the first technical committee (CT) of the 2010 calendar year was convened 
by the VCDI. The newly appointed VCDI contact person to the ICDF, Juana Lecoña, and 
Limbert Solano, the new head of the VCDI´s Projects Coordination Unit, participated 
along with representatives from both USAID and the ICDF. During this meeting, ten new 
projects were discussed and approved, nine of which correspond to community 
development and one of which falls under economic development.  

 Of the 24 community development subawards completed this quarter, particularly 
noteworthy projects include teacher housing in the communities of the Central Bolívar 
(Bolivar II, Bolivar III and Bolivar IV) in the 
municipality of La Asunta. In each 
community, the completed building consists 
of between one and three bedrooms and 
kitchens and one office to accommodate the 
teacher or teachers assigned to the adjacent 
school. Additionally, the Chicaloma water 
storage tank was handed over, and will now 
directly benefit the 1,241 residents of this 
community in the municipality of Irupana.  

 Within the economic development 
component, 17 projects were completed. Highlighted activities include completion of 12 
pig and chicken farms in different municipalities throughout the Yungas of La Paz.

 The ICDF initiated three new community development infrastructure projects: “Design 
and Construction of a Sewage System in the community of Paraíso” in the municipality 
of Irupana, “Design and Construction of Potable Water System for the community of 
Milluguaya” in the municipality of Coripata and the Coroico Landfill.  

 As one of the first activities within the 
Coroico Landfill subaward project, on 
March 6th, community members from San 
Joaquín, the future site of the landfill, and 
other communities in Coroico visited two 
landfills in the city of La Paz. The 
purpose of the visit was to offer 
community members a first-hand 
understanding of the operations of and 
service provided by a landfill. Twenty-
five people participated, including the 

mayor of Coroico and local community 
leaders. Additionally, the ICDF began to 

work with the municipality on the elaboration of a solid waste management plan.  

 The ICDF began working on the subaward project known as “Improving Family Quality 
of Life through the Kitchen.” This project will provide improved, ecological stoves to 
more than 300 households throughout the municipality of La Asunta. At present, those in 

The completed teacher housing 
infrastructure in Bolívar II, La Asunta. 

The manager of the La Paz landfill speaks 
to community members from San Joaquín.

NAFAKA Staples Value Chain Activity – End of Project Report 
November 2016 
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The price graph below is the opposite of the above graphs, illustrating low price years during high produc-
tivity years. Good rain and yield years of 2014 and 2016 are also the lowest priced years for maize. Although 
many NAFAKA farmers benefited from the trade programs, a significant commodity storage (private sector 
warehouse) program would have some benefit combined with more expedient cross border trade policies. 

 
DEVELOP STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS WITH LEAD PRIVATE SECTOR FIRMS/NGOS 
NAFAKA was committed to working with private sector firms to build partnerships, leverage investment, 
and create lasting outcomes. These public-private partnerships are a key component of the NAFAKA strat-
egy to build local capacity and ensure sustainability. The total value of new private sector investment in the 
agriculture sector or food chain leveraged by NAFAKA was $3,845,614, 2% over the project’s target. 
 
NAFAKA’ strongest and most notable private sector partnership was with Kilombero Plantations Limited 
(KPL) in mutually developing outgrower programs that promoted private sector involvement in the provi-
sion of agricultural inputs and crop marketing within the rice value chain. KPL outgrowers experienced sub-
stantial increases in paddy yields using System for Rice Intensification (SRI) technology, compared to previ-
ous yields using more traditional practices.  
  Another strong implementation partner KINNAPA, an NGO in Kiteto District, continued to focus on 
promotion of improved practices and technologies; organizing farmer groups into associations; aggregation; 
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Figure 17. Average Total Rainfall in Tanzania 
from 2011 to 2016 
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EVALUATION OF TRADE POLICY CONSTRAINTS: WEST AFRICA 56 
 

ANNEX X: COSTS AND TIME OF 
IMPORTATION AND SPS 
MEASURES: DJIBO MARKET 
(BURKINA FASO) TO PORT BOUET 
(CÔTE D’IVOIRE)  
Burkinabé cattle and sheep find markets in 
coastal West Africa.  For cattle, Ghana and Ni-
geria dominate; for sheep, Ghana and Côte 
d’Ivoire.  In 2015-16, Nigeria’s reduced pur-
chasing power due to falling oil prices has 
sharply reduced its imports of cattle from 
Burkina Faso in favor of Côte d’Ivoire.   

Djibo is a collection market where herders sell 
their animals to traders.  A trader obtains a do-
mestic animal-health certificate from the Live-
stock Service that allows him to take a trade 
herd (i.e. a truckload) of cattle or small rumi-
nants to another destination within Burkina 
Faso, for instance Ouagadougou.  At Ouaga-
dougou, the trader constitutes an export herd 
from the biggest and healthiest animals from 
Djibo and other collection markets.  He obtains 
for the export herd an international animal-
health certificate from the Livestock Service, a 
certificate of origin from the municipality, and 
an export authorization from the Ministry of 
Commerce.  The veterinarian issuing the inter-
national animal-health certificate may briefly ex-
amine the cattle visually but has no veterinary 
equipment and no procedures for quarantining 
and carrying out lab tests when he has suspi-
cions of disease.  He plays no effective role in 
improving the health of trade animals circulating 
within West Africa.  Although rail transport is 
an option for shipping ruminants to Abidjan, 

Figure 1 - Burkinabé cattle exports by destination country 
(2005-2014) 

Figure 2 - Burkinabé sheep exports by destination country 
(2005-2014) 
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received training on the bank’s new mobile banking product, called “CHAP CHAP.2” 

Saving Mobilization: The team continued supporting active ASCAs groups and helping 
beneficiaries identify investment avenues for their savings, however, the project also supported 
the 65 ASCA groups that had stopped saving. Three of these ASCAs were MCG saving groups 
(Nakoreto in Lolachat and Nachuka in Nadunget) that stopped due to their domestic 
commitments, such as securing food for the household and other basics needs. The team also 
helped ASCAs with loan recovery process from defaulting members and helped improved their 
loan records.  
 
Monitoring and support supervision: To ensure best practices the savings and credit officers, 
field coordinators and health promoters carried out regular field visits, providing on site 
supervision. This quarter, 305 ASCAs (FTGs, MCGs and WLGs) were reached in Nakapiripirit, 
Amudat and Moroto. Field visits were also performed with 126 FTGs in different sub counties 
by FEWs who also collected data from the groups who continued saving. During the monitoring, 
group secretaries were mentored on record keeping using the loan ledger.  
 

Planned Activities for SO 1 IR 1.4 for the Next Quarter 

Planned Activities  Targets 

Conduct SACCO performance assessment in South Karamoja Region. 1 

Sensitize ASCAs groups according to SACCO assessment results to form SACCOs in sub-
counties where they are not present.  

50 groups 

Hold round table meetings with the District Commercial Officers on the sustainability of 
ASCAs/VSLAs in the region. 

4 meetings 

Facilitate the legalization of ASCA groups which the sub-county and district authorizes.  20 groups 

Conduct trainings of Community Saving Facilitators (CSF) on introduction to saving, 
group dynamic, saving and credit operations, loan management in groups, record keeping 
and constitution development in groups. 

153 CSFs 

Train ASCA group members in business skills, how to start a business, record keeping in 
business and management.  

35 groups 

Conduct refresher training for ASCA leaders on loan management, record keeping and 
constitution making for ASCA groups.  

100 leaders 

																																																													
2 CHAP CHAP is an Airtel mobile money product targeting small savings and credit groups, where group(s) can open accounts with them and 
keep their money on the platform. A password is given to three people within the group. In order to withdraw money all of them must be present.  
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Visual do’s
1. Simplify visuals with easy to understand information

2. Pull out key data and information by using color,  
 shapes, icons and larger text

3. Keep the layout clean and uncluttered

4. Allow enough space between the visuals and text so 
 that it doesn’t look crowded

5. Create hierarchy of headings with consistent styles

6. Use less text when a visual can say it better 



 

 JORDAN OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE TRAINING PROJECT FINAL REPORT 5 

Certification policy and institutional framework. Jordan is the first country in the MENA region 
to legalize the licensing of water and wastewater operators. In mid-2012, the Center for 
Accreditation and Quality Assurance (CAQA) was created within the Ministry of Labour. The 
CAQA has authority to accredit certification programs, license training providers, conduct 
certification examinations, and issue professional certificates and licenses. The Jordan Water 
Operators Certification Program was the first certification program to be fully accredited by 
CAQA and serve as a model for other sectors. The board of certification known as the Water and 
Wastewater Services Sector Team (WWSST) developed the policies relevant to the program, 
based on the standards of the U.S. Association of Boards of Certification (ABC) and ISO 17024. 
CAQA then recognized Al Balqa’ Applied University (BAU) as the initial training provider, 
accepted the results of OMT-developed and administered certification tests, and began certifying 
water and wastewater operators and issuing operator licenses in 2012. CAQA also took steps to 
acknowledge ACWUA as the regional training marketer responsible for expanding operator 
certification to its 19 member countries and more than 100 member utilities throughout MENA. 

Exhibit 4. Institutional Framework 

 

  

MERCY CORPS     Critical Choices     A      4

realize their dreams, these youth have been catalysts for change, both positive and negative.5 For Somalia and 
other developing countries, the trajectory of having an increasingly educated youth population with persistent high 
unemployment, social inequality and political grievances, may increase the risk of political violence. 

As the Government of Somalia moves towards actualizing its strategy on CVE, there is need to understand 
the effectiveness of specific interventions and approaches in reducing support and participation in violence. 
Understanding the effects of education on stability is particularly important given the Somali government’s 
significant emphasis on education within its CVE policy. This study aims to contribute to the refinement and 
effective implementation of this policy. It does so by presenting evidence on the impact of increasing access to 
secondary education, and civic engagement opportunities on reducing propensity towards violence amongst 
youth. By evaluating an ongoing youth-focused stability program, this research helps shed light on what types of 
CVE approaches and interventions are empirically proven to work and thereby worth further investment.  

The Al-Shabaab Threat
Formally known as “Harakat al-Shabaab al-Mujahideen”, which translates to the “Young Jihadi Movement”, 
Al-Shabaab (“the youth”) for short is a terrorist organization operating within parts of Somalia, with cells in some 
areas of Northeastern Kenya. The origins of the group can be traced back to the civil war and political vacuum that 
Somalia fell into after the collapse of the Siad Barre military regime in 1991. Many of the founding members of Al 
Shabaab were part of an earlier Salafist group known as Al Ittihad Al Islamiya (AIAI). In the early 2000s, a hardline 
faction of AIAI joined with an alliance of Sharia courts (known as the Islamic Courts Union (ICU)) and gained 
control of many parts of the country that had been ruled by warlords. Al Shabaab effectively emerged as the youth 
militia under the ICU. In 2006 neighboring Ethiopia, with support from the U.S. Government, invaded Somalia to 
oust the ICU and re-establish a transitional government. The Ethiopian invasion was a significant turning point for 
Al Shabaab. Experts believe this is when the group became more radical and established itself as a full-fledged 
guerrilla movement. During the years following the Ethiopian invasion, Al Shabaab’s membership grew from a few 
hundred to a few thousand and the group gained control of much of southern and central Somalia.6  

5  Though no one cause can be given for the political upheavals in countries like Tunisia, Egypt, Morocco and Syria during the Arab Spring, experts point to the high rates of 
educational attainment with high rates of unemployment and social inequalities as being a primary culprit. See Ana Adams and Rebecca Winthrop, “The Role of Education in 
the Arab World Revolutions,” Brookings Institution, 10 June 2011, https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/the-role-of-education-in-the-arab-world-revolutions/.

6 Jonathan Masters and Mohammed Aly Sergie, “Al-Shabab,” Council on Foreign Relations, 13 March 2015, http://www.cfr.org/somalia/al-shabab/p18650.

Youth, who account for over 
75% of the population in 
Somalia, are a significant force 
in the country’s trajectory. 
They are simultaneously seen 
as the hope for a bright future 
and a possible source of 
instablity.
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December 26, 2004, was a dark 
day in the history of Southeast 
Asia. A powerful earthquake 
struck in the Indian Ocean just 
off the west coast of the Indone-
sian island of Sumatra causing 
a massive tsunami whose effects 
were felt as far away as Africa. In-
donesia’s Aceh province, an area 
slightly smaller than the state of 
West Virginia, was the hardest 
hit. Entire communities were 
wiped off the map, and nearly 
130,000 people lost their lives. 

Just three months later, another 
earthquake struck the west coast 
of Sumatra near the island of 
Nias, leaving behind tremendous 
physical destruction and killing 
nearly 900 people.

USAID, like other governmental 
aid agencies around the world, 
stepped in to help rebuild the 
disaster-affected region. The Aceh 
Technical Assistance Recovery 
Project (A-TARP) became a vital 

component of this support. Op-
erating from May 2005 to May 
2008, this $17 million project 
was designed to provide techni-
cal assistance to help rebuild the 
communities of Aceh and Nias. 

The project’s scope included 
much more than the reconstruc-
tion program in Aceh and Nias. 
Responding to the needs of 
the Government of Indonesia, 
the project provided assistance 
to strengthen democratization 
and support the peace process 
in Aceh and worked to bolster 
economic growth and counter 
corruption in Jakarta-based  
government institutions.

SuPPORTINg 
REHABILITATION AND 
RECONSTRuCTION IN 
ACEH AND NIAS
Just months after the tsunami, 
the Indonesian government for-
mulated a plan for the rehabilita-
tion and reconstruction of Aceh 
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Photo © Jana Asenbrennerova  
for Action Against Hunger, DRC 
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Our programs improved nutrition  
security for 335,938 people.

WHAT WE ACHIEVED IN 2015

24,553
1. Trained local partners to treat 

acute undernutrition  

2. Involved communities to 
understand local causes  
of hunger

47,731
1. Met urgent needs of families 

facing hunger

2. Helped vulnerable displaced 
families plant new crops for 
income and food

263,654
1. Prevented cholera through 

education and improved 
sanitation

2. Brought accessible sources  
of clean water to communities

 
NUTRITION 

AND HEALTH

 
FOOD SECURITY 

AND LIVELIHOODS

 
WATER, SANITATION  

AND HYGIENE

One of the new water points built 
by Action Against Hunger is right 
next to my house. It used to take 
me two hours each time I had to 
go to fetch clean water. I often had 
to send my oldest child to get it 
because I had to work and take care 
of my baby. Now, we are no longer 
afraid of getting sick from bad 
water, and I can spend more time 
taking care of my children.

—Asefiwe Kalolo, mother, farmer, and Kiniezire 
Water Committee Treasurer, South Kivu, 
Democratic Republic of Congo



Use color
1. Use color purposefully to highlight most important data

2. Use color sparingly and avoid color overload

3. Use color to highlight your data, text, titles or pull quotes

4. Use your organization’s brand colors
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WHO BENEFITS FROM PRESIDENT TRUMP’S 
CHILD CARE PROPOSALS? 
Lily L. Batchelder, Elaine Maag, Chye-Ching Huang, and Emily Horton 

February 28, 2017 

ABSTRACT 

During the presidential campaign, Donald Trump proposed three new tax benefits related to child care – an 
expanded credit for low-income families, a deduction for higher income families, and a savings account. 
These proposals bring attention to the burden child care costs can place on low- and middle-income families. 
Our analysis finds that about 70 percent of benefits go to families with at least $100,000 and 25 percent of 
benefits go to families with at least $200,000. Very few benefits go to the lowest income families who are 
likely to struggle most with paying for child care. 

 
 
 
Lily Batchelder is professor of law and public policy at the New York University School of Law. Elaine Maag is a senior 
research associate at the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center. Chye-Ching Huang is deputy director of federal tax policy at the 
Center on Budget and Policy Priorities. Emily Horton is a research assistant at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities.  
 
The authors thank Jeff Rohaly and Philip Stallworth for their work modeling the tax plan. We are grateful for comments on an 
earlier draft provided by Mark Mazur and Frank Sammartino. 
 
 

 

The findings and conclusions contained within are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect positions or policies of the Tax Policy Center or its funders. 
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Improving resilience not only requires reducing risk, but also 
strengthening formal and informal support systems; improving 
the uptake of risk management activities; expanding the use of 
risk management products such as mobile money and insurance; 
increasing access to markets; reducing conflict; diversifying 
livelihood opportunities in and beyond the agriculture sector; and 
empowering women and other marginalized groups. In addition, 
governments and development partners need to continue to 
strengthen institutions and respond to shocks that overwhelm 
resilience capabilities at the household and community levels with 
better alignment and coordination between development and 
humanitarian interventions.

CHARTING THE PATH TO 
SHARED PROSPERITY
Effective and efficient food systems, in which agriculture plays the 
most critical role, will continue to drive poverty reduction, food 
security and economic growth. Agricultural development helps 
increase and sustain incomes for smallholder farmers and other 
producers, boost households’ own production of nutritious foods, 
and empower women working throughout the agricultural value 
chain. Investments in rural agriculture are approximately three 
times more impactful than investments in other sectors—including 
investments in industry and urban infrastructure—at reducing 
extreme poverty in low-income countries.8 

A majority of the world's poor live in rural areas, and a majority of 
the poor depend on the broader food system for their livelihoods.9 
A resilient, competitive, inclusive, nutritious and sustainable food 
system will lower food prices and help improve people’s access 
to adequate nourishment year-round, which is essential for the 
vast number of people who spend the majority of their incomes 
on food. Well-functioning, connected food systems and markets 
also spur job creation in the service delivery, transportation, food 
processing, storage, retail and trade sectors. Many of these off-farm 
jobs are found primarily in rapidly growing secondary and tertiary 

"ACHIEVING FOOD SECURITY, IMPROVING 
NUTRITION AND BUILDING INCLUSIVE, 
RESILIENT AND SUSTAINABLE FOOD SYSTEMS 
ARE CENTRAL TO THE SUCCESS OF THE 2030 
AGENDA."

– UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, October 2015

Creating Jobs and Spurring Growth

PROVISION OF INPUTS

 TRADE & STORAGEPROCESSING & PACKAGING

RETAIL PURCHASE & CONSUMPTION

PRODUCTION & HARVESTRESEARCH & INNOVATION

WHOLESALE & DISTRIBUTION

Valentina is a key community 
leader in UNDP’s inclusion and 
financial literacy programme 
in Peru.

Looking forward to 2016 and beyond, 
UNDP and the entire UNDG team 
are preparing to work with national 
governments, civil society, the private 
sector and other partners to see how 
the new SDGs can be most effectively 
integrated into existing national 
development strategies. UN country teams 
and national governments will collaborate 
on efforts to strengthen partnerships, 
accountability mechanisms and timely 
data monitoring, with UNDP poised 
to play a central role, drawing on our 
long-established local relationships and 
intergovernmental convening ability.

In most developing countries, the UNDP 
Resident Representative serves as the 
UN system’s Resident Coordinator, 
working with all UN agencies, funds, 
and programmes in a Delivering as One 

UN country team. This requires forging 
close collaboration with governments, 
development partners and UN country 
teams on policy advocacy, while supporting 
national development priorities through 
United Nations Development Assistance 
Frameworks (UNDAFs). 

To carry out these UN leadership 
responsibilities, UNDP relies on the 
proven development expertise of a 
deeply committed international staff, 
and provides institutional encouragement 
for innovation. Our reputation for thought 
leadership is ultimately what gives UNDP 
our greatest added value as a development 
partner.

That reputation isn’t new—it’s part of 
UNDP’s institutional DNA. And it is a 
continuing tradition.

INTRODUCTIONi

U N D P ’S  S D G  F U N D 
W O R K S  I N  21 CO U N T R I E S , 
CO N V E N I N G  U N  A G E N C I E S , 
G O V E R N M E N T S ,  C I V I L 
S O C I E T Y  A N D  T H E  P R I VAT E 
S E C TO R ,  A N D  I M P R O V I N G 
T H E  L I V E S  O F  M O R E 
T H A N  1 M I L L I O N  P E O P L E 
T H R O U G H  S U S TA I N A B L E 
D E V E LO P M E N T  P R O G R A M M E S .

5

U N D P  2014 CO U N T R Y  P R O G R A M M E 
E X P E N D I T U R E S  I N  U S  D O L L A R S

Source: Development Impact Group / Bureau of Management (UNDP)

32%

8%

$4  
BILLION

TOTAL

30%
Africa

Asia and 
the Pacific

Europe and 
the CIS

 Provisional as of April 2015

Asia and the Pacific 
$1,256,726,412 

Africa 
$1,199,794,248

Latin America and 
the Caribbean 
$885,713,581

Arab States 
$333,481,223

Europe and the CIS 
$323,749,271

TOTAL 
$3,999,464,735

8%

22%

Arab States

Latin America and 
the Caribbean
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This	proposal	includes	data	that	must	not	be	disclosed	
and	must	not	be	duplicated,	used,	or	disclosed	in	whole	
or	in	part	for	any	purpose	other	than	to	evaluate	this	
proposal.	If,	however,	an	award	is	made	to	this	applicant	
as	a	result	of	or	in	connection	with	the	submission	of	
this	data,	the	funding	entity	must	have	the	right	to	
duplicate,	use,	or	disclose	the	data	to	the	extent	
provided	in	the	resulting	contract.	This	restriction	does	
not	limit	the	funding	entity’s	right	to	use	information	
contained	in	this	data	if	it	is	obtained	from	another	
source	without	restriction.	The	data	subject	to	this	
restriction	are	contained	in	all	of	the	sheets	that	follow.	

SUBMITTED	TO: 	
Mr.	Miguel	Atuesta		
Contracting	Officer	
USAID/Colombia	
Email:	matuesta@usaid.gov	
	
Ms.	Martha	Aponte	
Contracting	Officer	
USAID/Colombia	
Email:	maponte@usaid.gov	

TECHNICAL	PROPOSAL	

Feed	the	Future	Cambodia	Horticulture	
Project		
RFP-514-16-0000	13	

SUBMITTED	BY:	

	 	
Paul	Guenette	(authorized	
signatory)	
Acting	President	and	CEO	
ACDI/VOCA	(a	nonprofit	
organization)	
50	F	St.	NW,	Suite	1000	
Washington,	DC	20001	
T:	+1	202	469	6010	
F:	+1	202	469	6257	
Email:	proposals@acdivoca.org	

iv cOntentS

A-TARP worked with residents from Lamjabat to plan and design their 
village that had been destroyed by the tsunami. The village mapping 
and planning process, designed and implemented by local partners, 
was the first of its kind in Indonesia. The guidelines set new standards 
in village planning, including wider roads, creating an escape route in 
case of a future tsunami.

CRITICAL CHOICES 
Assessing the Effects of Education and 
Civic Engagement on Somali Youths’ 
Propensity Towards Violence
NOVEMBER 2016 

L. Murphy/Mercy Corps

“2015 is a year of global action,” the Secretary-General said as the 
year began. “With the adoption of the post-2015 development 
agenda, with a set of sustainable development goals and 
a universal and meaningful climate change agreement by 
December this year in Paris, I think we can set our lives, our 
world, on course for a better future.”

U N P R E C E D E N T E D 
CO L L A B O R AT I O N

 
In preparation for this new development 
agenda, UNDP helped to facilitate the 
largest global conversation that has ever 
taken place on long-term development 
issues and priorities. 

UNDP designed a consultation process that 
was taken forward by scores of UN country 
teams and the entire United Nations 
Development Group (UNDG). UNDP 
was also a founding partner of the UN’s 
unprecedented MY World survey, which 
has drawn responses from more than 
7 million people in every region of the world. 
Together with hundreds of face-to-face 
meetings with people living in poverty and 
marginalized groups, MY World has allowed 
people everywhere to provide direct input 
into the design of the new agenda.

UNDP led the preparation of a detailed 
report on these global consultations. 
A Million Voices: The World We Want, 
A Sustainable Future with Dignity for All  
was a key point of reference for the 
Secretary General’s December 2014 
synthesis report to the General Assembly 
on the post-2015 agenda. In collaboration 
with the UN Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs and the rest of the UN 
system, UNDP has also worked to support 
the UN Statistics Commission in identifying 
measurable indicators of progress for the 
new goals and their targets. 

Mr. Hong Kry, 33 and his wife Son Saly, 24, plant taro 
trees in their farm in Kraing Serey village, Cambodia. 
Now that water reaches the end of Serey village, 
people in the community, including this couple, can 
now focus on generating income rather than spending 
much of their time fetching water from wells.
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its trade economy. Even before 
the tsunami, Aceh had limited 
capacity to foster broad-based 
private sector business develop-
ment, with few networks linking 
businesses to potential investors 
or new markets. 

A-TARP staff traveled extensively 
around Aceh, visiting and profil-
ing more than two dozen fishing 
ports; prospective tourism oppor-
tunities; coffee, cocoa, patchouli, 
cinnamon, and other estate crop 
projects; and a variety of small-
scale producers of agricultural 
products. After gaining an under-
standing of what Aceh grew, 
caught, and produced, A-TARP 
prioritized these opportunities 

based on the greatest poten-
tial. The project then brought 
together stakeholders — busi-
ness people, farmers, and fisher-
men — with BRR officials, staff 
from the Investment Outreach 
Office (IOO), and local govern-
ment — to develop strategies to 
enhance the competitiveness of 
the region’s products.  

The project completed other 
activities to support business 
development in Aceh, includ-
ing building the capacity of the 
bankers’ association, helping 
the IOO learn how to promote 
investment, and helping establish 
an association of small palm oil 
farmers.

A woman dries octopi in Lhok Sedu in the Aceh Besar district.



Presenting data
1. A visualization should clarify and summarize the data

2. When you want to show a location or geographical  
 data, use a map!

3. Limit the number of colors and shapes in a single view

4. Clearly explain the data in its title or surrounding text

5. Label your visualization in the right places 

Can you understand the visualization in 30  
seconds or less, without additional information?



Table 1 – Example of three records in the hypothetical dataset

Figure 1 – A bad visualization confuses rather than clarifies. This one has too many variables.

Step 2 — Know your data and start with basic visualizations

The next step after identifying the visualization's objective is building a basic diagram –this can be a bar chart, line

chart, flow chart, scatterplot, surface plot, map, networks, and more – depending on what data are available. In the

course of identifying the key message or messages the chart should convey, we must be clear about several things:

What variables are we trying to plot? 

What do the x-axis and y-axis refer to?

Does the size of data points mean anything?

Does the color in the chart mean anything?

2/9

too many variables in 
these visualizations

Don’t use vertical 
text, it’s hard to 
read

20

Limit the number of colors and shapes in a single view

Effective use of color and shape can help us see and understand patterns more 

easily.  However, too many colors and shapes in one view usually defeats that 

purpose.  There are 24 colors visible in the view below.  And with all the colors 

and lines clustered together, it is almost impossible to tell which country is on 

which line—let alone what pattern that country shows in terms of order quantity. 

In addition, some countries have the same or similar colors because there are 

simply not enough distinguishable colors available 

 Instead of putting Countries on color, let’s put Departments on color and see 

what a difference it makes.  Can you see the trends for each department more 

clearly? Absolutely! Limit the number of colors and shapes in one view to 7-10 so 

that you can distinguish them and see important patterns. 
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Limit the number of 
colors and shapes in 
one view to 7-10 so 

that you can distinguish 
them and see 

important patterns.

Too many colors
and values 

Data don’ts16

Orient your views for legibility

Sometimes, simple changes can go a very long way toward making your 

visualizations easy to interact with. For example, take a look at the view below: 

Did you find it difficult to read? If so, that’s probably because all of the labels are 

vertically oriented. This makes them difficult to read. If you find yourself with a view 

that has long labels that only fit vertically, try rotating the view. You can quickly swap 

the fields on the Rows and Columns shelves using the Swap toolbar button. 

The same view is shown below—only this time with a horizontal orientation. This 

simple change makes the chart easier to read and make comparisons with. 

If you find yourself with a 
view that has long labels 
that only fit vertically, try 

rotating the view.



MAPS ARE GREAT
WAYS TO SHOW  
GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

use creative ways 
to present data

Data do’s
62
reseArcH 
PArtners in 2015

44
reseArcH 
ProJects in 2015
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AnnuAl progress report 2015 43

04.7 invest in reseArcH And develoPMent

The amount of Water, Sanitation and Hygiene research 
projects saw a tremendous rise going from 8 projects in 2014 
to 15 in 2015. As a percentage of total projects, this new focus 
represents a 16% rise from the previous year to 34% of the total 
today. Nutrition projects, while still accounting for 29% of overall 
projects, dropped slightly from 14 in 2014 to 13 research projects 
in 2015. Food Security & Livelihoods also recorded a drop of 10% 
in the number of projects undertaken. Multisector projects (7 in 
total) accounted for 16% of total projects.

Funds invested in research also show an apparent rapid 
increase from €4.9 million in 2014 to €10.4 million in 2015. 
This increase, while partly mirroring the increase in research 
projects, is mainly due to the fact that the project costs reported 

for some of the projects cover the entire duration of the project, 
which can be multi-year. The reported financial data on funds 
invested in 2015 does not comprehensively cover all ongoing 
research activities.

Four projects in particular made up 73% (€7.6 million) of the 
total reported project costs in 2015. These projects are: ‘Pastoral 
monitoring system to support climate change resilience in 
Sahel project’, ‘C-Project’, ‘Research on Food Assistance for 
Nutritional Impact (REFANI)’, and ‘Undernutrition Prevention 
and Treatment through Improved Assessments, Knowledge 
and Evidence (UPTAKE)’. Nutrition was the focus of three of 
these programmes, with cash programming being integrated 
into two of the projects, and the fourth programme being related 
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reseArcH PArtners BY tYPe

◆

{     }FOCUS ON 
reseArcH  

uPtAKe

M
ajor donors have recently begun evaluating the 
impact of research projects to see whether or not 
the evidence they generate has any influence on 
substantive changes in policy and practice. However, 

it takes a considerable amount of time for policy makers and 
practitioners to incorporate new evidence into their plans2. Bearing 
this in mind, Action Against Hunger and many other organisations 
have started crafting strategies for research uptake.

Research uptake is the successful utilisation of evidence by 
key decision-makers in policy and practice. It encompasses all of 
the activities (producing materials, planning for publications and 
events, etc.) one executes to ensure that results are used by target 
audiences. Stakeholder engagement is central to this strategy, and 
requires continual support from headquarters and field staff over 
the course of a project’s duration. It is believed that stakeholders 
will be more receptive and interested in using the evidence in their 
work if they are kept up-to-date on project information and updates 
through email, phone conversations and social media.

Action Against Hunger has embraced this shift to sharing robust 
evidence effectively with stakeholders by leading on the Research 
on Food Assistance for Nutritional Impact (REFANI) Consortium, 
and the PUR-2- Evaluating the Effectiveness of Safe Drinking water 
in SAM Treatment Project, both of which include research uptake 
strategies, the former being more advanced, as its implementation 
began in August 2015.

REFANI employs a full time staff member who liaises with project 
partners to identify global stakeholders with whom she can discuss 
the project. Through these stakeholder conversations, she learns 
which parts of the project they believe are most applicable to their 
work. Gathering this information will ensure that, once results are 
ready, she can prepare research products in a way that is most 
applicable to them.

In addition to engaging with global stakeholders, REFANI’s 
research uptake strategy also encourages engagement with local 
stakeholders and beneficiary communities where the research is 
occurring. For example, Action Against Hunger – Pakistan has 
already held local stakeholder meetings to discuss the launch of 
REFANI, and will try to present the results to the same audience in 
late 2016.

Being one of the leaders who practices research uptake is 
enabling Action Against Hunger to publicize its research projects 
widely and ensure the evidence produced is used by key decision-
makers in policy and practice.

2 For further information on the use of evidence in practice please refer to the article, 
“Translating Scientific Discoveries into Public Health Action”.
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to Disaster Risk Management. The remaining 24 projects for 
which financial information was available totalled €2.8 million 
and covered all sectors, including several multi-sectoral projects 
and one project revolving around information technology.

Action Against Hunger actively promotes partnerships 
to undertake research projects. In 2015, the organisation 
collaborated with 62 external partners. Academic and Research 
partners accounted for 71% of all partnerships, increasing from 
30 to 44 in 2015. Other categories of partnership included non-
governmental organisations (5), private (6) and public sector 
actors (4), United Nations agencies (2), and one classified as 
‘Other’, because of it being a collaborative structure involving 
NGOs, Academia and some United Nation’s organisations.

research and development represent an increasing investment for Action Against Hunger. in 2015 a total of 44 research 
projects were ongoing. projects were grouped by the organisation’s sectors of intervention: disaster risk Management, 
Food security and livelihoods, nutrition and Health, Mental Health and care practices, and Water, sanitation and 
Hygiene. several projects involved different sectors, a testament to the degree of collaboration within the organisation 
that highlights the importance of multi-sectoral integration.
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Persons treated

25,000 52,459

Nigeria: 52,459 children
The Nigeria office supports 
health workers to deliver 
services in hospitals and 
primary health care centres
in the Jigawa and Yobe States.

Chad: 25,076 childrenNiger: 18,385 children
Nutritonal programmes 
implemented activities 
in 16 health centres in 
the Keita department 
and in 26 health centres 
in the Mayahi department.

500 2,500 5,000

Persons treated

10,000 21,188

Ethiopia: 21,188 persons
The country office provided support
to South Sudanese refugees and host
communities, and intervened in regions
affected by drought due to El Nino.

Pakistan: 20,619 children
Programmes distributed
locally produced supplementary
food in the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and Sindh
provinces.

South Sudan: 19,340 children
Programmes were set up in
Northern Bahr el Ghazal, Warrap
and Jonglei States, in collaboration
with the Multi Sector Emergency Team.

totAl BeneficiAries receiving treAtMent for 
Acute undernutrition

Action Against Hunger’s interventions through nutrition 
programmes vary across countries, as the organisation 
continues to adapt based on the most pressing needs on 
the ground.

Therapeutic Feeding Programmes provide treatment to 
persons affected by severe acute undernutrition, particularly  
children, to reduce the risk of mortality. In 2015, the 
organisation reached a total of 263,472 individuals through 
these programmes. The Sahel region of West Africa 
represents a focal point of attention for Action Against 
Hunger, as a combination of factors including demographic 
pressure, environmental and climate change and political 
instability have contributed the deterioration of the 
nutritional situation of vulnerable populations.

In this context, Action Against Hunger’s country office in 
Nigeria supported health workers to treat 52,459 children 
between 6 months and 5 years old. Nigeria, a country that 
accounts for an estimated 10% of children affected by severe 
acute undernutrition globally, represents a strong focus of 
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the organisation’s nutrition programmes. The country offices 
in Chad and in Niger also treated 25,076 and 18,385 persons 
respectively.

Supplementary Feeding Programmes are preventively 
directed towards persons whose nutritional status is at 
risk of deteriorating into severe acute undernutrition. 
Action Against Hunger treated 151,120 persons affected by 
moderate acute undernutrition in 2015, a condition which 
is often underestimated but potentially affecting a larger 
population globally.

The Ethiopia country office reached a total of 21,188 
persons because of increased activities in Gambella region 
to provide nutrition support to South Sudanese refugees 
and host communities, and in Amhara region which has 
been severely affected by drought due to El Niño weather 
conditions. The team will continue to monitor the evolution of 
the situation and scale up its programmes further if needed.

In Action Against Hunger’s Pakistan country office, locally 
produced supplementary food known as “Acam”, as well as 
fortified blend flour rations and oil rations, were distributed 
to children under five and to pregnant or lactating women  
in four districts across two provinces, reaching a total of 
20,619 persons. In South Sudan, treatment for moderate 

acute undernutrition was delivered to 19,340 children under 
five years of age using Ready to Use Supplementary Food.

overAll nutrition BeneficiAries 2015

Action Against Hunger’s nutrition programmes also 
include nutritional supplementation for pregnant or  
lactating women and the blanket distribution of 
therapeutic and supplementary foods or micronutrients. 
in 2015, taking into account all nutrition programmes  
and activities, the organisation reached a total of 1,560,398 
persons.2

The blanket distribution of therapeutic and supplementary 
food significantly decreased from more than 90,000 persons 
in 2014 to 10,462 in 2015. This is due again to the scaling 
down of agency activities after the Haiyan Typhoon in 
the Philippines. Almost the entirety of these distributions 
occurred in Mali, where Action Against Hunger opened a 
new base in Timbuktu and scaled up activities to respond to 
the ongoing food crisis in the area.

While supplementary food distribution decreased, the 
organisation reached 89,308 persons in 2015 through micro-

nutrients distribution, compared to 62,412 in 2014. More 
than 70% of these distributions took place in Pakistan, while 
the rest took place in Niger and Colombia.

Supplementation activities reached an overall 69,581 
persons globally, particularly supporting the organisation’s 
programmes in Ethiopia and Niger. This represents a 
considerable reduction from the 477,707 persons reached 
the past year, a reduction caused by a shift in the reporting 
of activities in Nigeria, where the country office previously 
reached 333,810 persons through supplementation activities. 
These activities are now counted under the “health” sector.

In the Côte d’Ivoire country office, the rehabilitation 
of twelve health centres in vulnerable urban areas of 
Abidjan allowed 396,122 persons to enjoy better access to 
health and nutrition programmes in the country. The Chad  
country office reached 207,266 beneficiaries, particularly 
through Reproductive Maternal Newborn and Child Health 
activities, including curative, preventive and pre- and  
after-birth consultations. These activities were developed  
in support of the local health authorities.

2 The figure includes some beneficiaries reached by health programmes, as some country 
programmes report on “Nutrition” and “Health” as one sector.
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ModerAte Acute 
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Figure 1

Federal and State Investments in Higher Education Are 
Similar in Size, Different in Nature
Spending categories by level of government, academic year 2014

Note: For more information on the underlying methodology for this chart, see The Pew Charitable Trusts, “Federal and 
State Funding of Higher Education” (June 2015), http://www.pewtrusts.org/~/media/assets/2015/06/federal_state_
funding_higher_education_final.pdf.  

Sources:  Pew’s analysis of data from U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics’ 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System; U.S. Department of Education, FY 2016 Budget Request (2015) 
and State Funding History Tables (2016); U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs’ FY 2016 Budget Submission; National 
Science Foundation, National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, “Survey of Federal Funds for Research 
and Development, FYs 2014–16” (April 2016); State Higher Education Executive Officers Association, “State Higher 
Education Finance Report: FY2015” (August 2016); and National Association of State Student Grant and Aid Programs, 
“45th Annual Survey on State-Sponsored Student Financial Aid: 2013-2014 Academic Year” 
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WRITING



Writing

engage your reader,  
focus on accomplishments

1. Avoid repetition: your reader will lose interest 

2. Try to write simple, clear sentences. Avoid long, run-on 
 sentences that force the reader to do extra work

3. Include highlights in a well-organized executive summary 
 so the reader can easily find mo e details in the report

4. Mispelled words or grammatical errors weaken the  
 presentation

5. Use style guides for consistency  



SHARE



Share internally
1. Make sure all staff are on the same page so that the 
 report comes together as desired

2. Have your M&E and Communications staff agree 
 on how to pinpoint the most important data/ 
 learning moments and how to portray it

3. Survey staff to improve the process



Share externally
1. Take advantage of donor, organization and local  
 communication channels

• Write a blog 
• Share on social media
• Create news item for organization’s website or email

2. Create a shorter printed piece that can summarize  
 high level information

Make sure data isn’t proprietary 
before you share!



ACTIVITY



What is the process you use  
when putting together a report?
1. What works?

2. What’s not working?




